Brock’s SPRING-LOCK® Lid for Feed Storage Bins for ALL-OUT bin performance

Brock’s SPRING-LOCK® Lid for feed bins offers you the benefit of a lid with a positive, spring-aided closing action that resists wind and helps keep snow and rain out. Yet, it’s also easy enough to open with one hand and slides out of the way of the feed truck’s auger. Brock’s SPRING-LOCK® Lid – it’s another part of Brock’s next generation of feed bins and their unique ALL-OUT® Feed Management System.

Brock’s SPRING-LOCK® Lid can be easily adjusted to open in almost any direction. Lid can be operated from ground level or locations away from the bin using an easy-to-grasp handle and long-lasting weather-resistant line.

In the open position, the lid slides down and out of the way of feed truck’s auger. SPRING-LOCK® Lid’s reinforced collar also helps protect the bin from fill auger damage.

A manual hold-down clip is provided for added security when working around or inside the bin or fill hole area.
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